clarion hotel arlanda airport
A LITTLE TASTE OF GREAT ART

The hotel artists present:

An Up-Close Journey:
People, Animals and Nature
Sara Appelgren & Johan Willner (NEBRASKA)
Sara Appelgren and Johan Willner have created a series of
photographic portraits of people related to airport environments. They are designed to be seen at a distance, as well
as in detail at close range. These images are exhibited in
the Runway restaurant.
www.saraappelgren.com
Ernst Billgren
In 1991, Ernst Billgren created a mosaic and terrazzo fountain for Arlanda Airport. It has since been renovated and
supplemented with newer details in bronze and placed in
the piazza in front of the hotel entrance on the ground level.
www.ernstbillgren.com
Mattias Klum
Mattias Klum participates with a selection of his engaging
photos from around the world. On the thirteen floor, there
is a special ”Gallery Klum”, where exhibits of nature photographs will continuously be replaced with newer ones.
www.mattiasklum.com
Julian Opie
Julian Opie has created an LED sculpture especially for the
hotel. The sculpture represents a swarm of colorful people

in motion. It is a floor-to-ceiling sculpture and is located in
the hotel’s Living Room.
www.julianopie.com
Mette Tronvoll
Mette Tronvoll displays photos from a trip to Greenland; the
melting of the ice sheet and people bathing in hot springs.
There is also a series of images from Japan depicting women following the tide. These photos are hanging in the reception, the elevators and in the restaurant, Kitchen & Table.
www.mettetronvoll.net
Dawid
Dawid (Bjorn Dawidsson) has beautifully photographed
an eagle wing symbolizing strength, vigilance, escape and
freedom. This impressive image is hanging in the reception
area.
www.dawid.nu
The hotel takes great pride in having a green profile. It
permeates everything and has even influenced our choice
of artwork. Art should be positively thought-provoking and
engaging, as it is often about life and beauty, which risks
being lost. Curator: Sune Nordgren
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